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REST is an architectural style that tackles the challenges of building scalable web services. In today's
connected world, APIs have taken a central role on
Building a RESTful Web Service with Spring - pdf - Free IT
A curated list of awesome Python frameworks, libraries, software and resources - vinta/awesome-python
GitHub - vinta/awesome-python: A curated list of awesome
AI, ML, and the IoT will destroy the data center and the cloud (just not in the way you think) DD Dasgupta
explores the edge-cloud continuum, explaining how the roles of data centers and cloud infrastructure are
redefined through the mainstream adoption of AI, ML, and IoT technologies.
Ideas - O'Reilly Media
An overview of the contents of the Real Python Course Bundle. With our courses you will learn Python
programming through hands-on, interesting examples that are useful and fun. Launch your development
career with a proven program, written by Python professionals.
Course Overviews â€“ Real Python
Deal of the Day. In the first definitive guide on WebAssembly, youâ€™ll learn how you can wield this new
technology to break through the current barriers of web development and build an entirely new class of
performant applications.
Free Learning - Free Programming eBooks from Packt
23. BONUS: Building a RESTful API and Using Web Sockets 3 hours; 23.1 Prerequisites for following along
with This Section: 23.2 Going over the Demo App We'll Be Building: 23.3 Defining, Using and Building APIs:
23.4 Visualizing the Application and Going over Library Choices: 23.5 Setting up the Base Application: 23.6
Getting a Feel for the User and Auth API Endpoints
Learn to Build Web Applications with Flask and Docker
Parallax Scrolling, Java Cryptography, YAML, Python Data Science, Java i18n, GitLab, TestRail,
VersionOne, DBUtils, Common CLI, Seaborn, Ansible, LOLCODE, Current ...
Parallax Scrolling, Java Cryptography, YAML, Python Data
In this Laravel API tutorial, we explore the ways to build â€” and test â€” a robust RESTful web service using
Laravel.
Laravel API Tutorial: Building & Testing a RESTful API
Learn software, creative, and business skills to achieve your personal and professional goals. Join today to
get access to thousands of courses.
Lynda: Online Courses, Classes, Training, Tutorials
Free Bonus: Click here to get access to a free Django Learning Resources Guide (PDF) that shows you tips
and tricks as well as common pitfalls to avoid when building Python + Django web applications.
Django and AJAX Form Submissions â€“ Say 'Goodbye' to the
A curated list of awesome Go frameworks, libraries and software. Inspired by awesome-python.. Contributing.
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Please take a quick gander at the contribution guidelines first. Thanks to all contributors; you rock!. If you see
a package or project here that is no longer maintained or is not a good fit, please submit a pull request to
improve this file.
Awesome Go
ebook3000.com is the best free ebooks download library. It's the open directory for free ebooks and
download links, and the best place to read ebooks and search free download ebooks.
Web Development - Free eBooks Download - ebook3000.com
Enthought Canopy provides a proven scientific and analytic Python package distribution plus key integrated
tools for iterative data analysis, data visualization, and application development. Users have the ability to
extend and innovate with scripting and open platform APIs, driving the creation and sharing of innovative
workflows, tools, and applications.
Canopy | Scientific Python Packages & Analysis - Enthought
Your data model has started to stabilize and you're in a position to create a public API for your web app. You
realize it's hard to make significant changes to your API once it's released and want to get as much right as
possible up front.
Best Practices for Designing a Pragmatic RESTful API
Some training frameworks such as TensorFlow have integrated TensorRT so that it can be used to
accelerate inference within the framework. Alternatively, TensorRT can be used as a library within a user
application. It includes parsers for importing existing models from Caffe, ONNX, or TensorFlow, and C++ and
Python APIs for building models programmatically.
TensorRT Developer Guide :: Deep Learning SDK Documentation
Zalandoâ€™s software architecture centers around decoupled microservices that provide functionality via
RESTful APIs with a JSON payload. Small engineering teams own, deploy and operate these microservices
in their AWS (team) accounts.
Zalando RESTful API and Event Scheme Guidelines
Representational State Transfer (abgekÃ¼rzt REST, seltener auch ReST) bezeichnet ein
Programmierparadigma fÃ¼r verteilte Systeme, insbesondere fÃ¼r Webservices.REST ist eine Abstraktion
der Struktur und des Verhaltens des World Wide Web.REST hat das Ziel, einen Architekturstil zu schaffen,
der die Anforderungen des modernen Web besser darstellt.
Representational State Transfer â€“ Wikipedia
Awesome Go. A curated list of awesome Go frameworks, libraries and software. Inspired by
awesome-python.. Contributing. Please take a quick gander at the contribution guidelines first. Thanks to all
contributors; you rock!. If you see a package or project here that is no longer maintained or is not a good fit,
please submit a pull request to improve this file.
GitHub - avelino/awesome-go: A curated list of awesome Go
Hypermedia As The Engine Of Application State (HATEOAS) is a component of the REST application
architecture that distinguishes it from other network application architectures.. With HATEOAS, a client
interacts with a network application whose application servers provide information dynamically through
hypermedia.A REST client needs little to no prior knowledge about how to interact with an ...
HATEOAS - Wikipedia
AngularJS is an open-source JavaScript framework. Its goal is to develop MVC-based web applications and
reduce the amount of JavaScript needed to make web applications functional. The book will take the reader
through the workflow of building an AngularJS app. Throughout the process of app creation ...
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Mastering Web Application Development with AngularJS | Now
In a monolithic application, components invoke one another via language-level method or function calls. In
contrast, a microservices-based application is a distributed system running on multiple ...
Building Microservices: Inter-Process Communication in a
Programmatic generation of PDF files is a frequent task when developing applications that can export
reports, bills, or questionnaires. In this article, we will consider three common tools for creating PDFs,
including their installation and converting principles.
7 Best Frameworks For Web Development in 2017 - Gearheart
In this third edition we wanted to add content to keep the book updated with emerging technologies and new
features made available by Delphi. Like the 2nd edition, some chapters are completely new while all the
others has been updated, evolved and integrated with new contents.
while true do; â€“ Daniele Teti's programming blog
Node University Tracks. Node University has many courses on different topics ranging from React,
ECMAScript, Amazon Web Services, npm and of course Node itself.
Membership for the Best Node.js Content | Node University
History. David Heinemeier Hansson extracted Ruby on Rails from his work on the project management tool
Basecamp at the web application company also called Basecamp. Hansson first released Rails as open
source in July 2004, but did not share commit rights to the project until February 2005. [citation needed] In
August 2006, the framework reached a milestone when Apple announced that it would ...
Ruby on Rails - Wikipedia
Metadata. Updateable Stripe objectsâ€”including Account, Charge, Customer, Refund, Subscription, and
Transferâ€”have a metadata parameter. You can use this parameter to attach key-value data to these Stripe
objects. Metadata is useful for storing additional, structured information on an object.
Stripe API Reference
3. Methodology. In order to find out the requirements for the deliverables of the Working Group, use cases
were collected. For the purpose of the Working Group, a use case is a story that describes challenges with
respect to spatial data on the Web for existing or envisaged information systems.
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Introduction to Environmental Modelling - Sandwich Bag Science: 25 Easy, Hands-on Activities That Teach
Key Concepts in Physical, Earth, and - The Devil Wears Prada: A Novel - Hacking Exposed Web Applications
Web Application Security Secrets and Solutions 3rd Edition - Stedman& - Roger Garfitt Selected Poems The Quark Confinement Model and Low Energy Physics 1st Edition - The Last Prince From Gaul - How to
Pass Advanced Verbal Reasoning Tests Essential Practice for English Usage, Critical Reasoning - Judicial
Reform and Land Reform in the Roman Republic A New Edition, with Translation and Commentar - The
Eighteenth-Century Theatre in Spain: A Bibliography of Criticism and Documentation - The Established and
the Outsiders - Little Girls Can Be Mean: Four Steps to Bully-proof Girls in the Early Grades - Ely Jacques
Kahn, Architect - Hugs & Kisses - Civilization in the West, Volume 1 (to 1715) (7th Edition) - The Fayoum
History and Guide - The Prop Master: A Guidebook for Successful Theatrical Prop Management - Cliff Notes
on The Chosen - Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Step by Step (Step by Step (Microsoft)) - Deep Wizardry - Bear
The Puppy Place - The Barbour Collection of Connecticut Town Vital Records, Vol. 6 Canton, 1806-1853;
Chaplin, 1822-18 - Solid/Liquid Separation Equipment Selection and Process Design - First Steps Out of
Eating Disorders - Intrigues From Being to the Other - Calcium-Binding Protein Protocols, Vol. 1 Reviews and
Case Studies - Mendel Legacy The Origin of Classical Genetics 1st Edition - People of the Moon - Legal
Aspects of Implementing the Kyoto Protocol Mechanisms Making Kyoto Work - The Proscenium Cage Critical
Case Studies in U.S. Prison Theatre Programs - Perfect Phrases for Icebreakers Hundreds of Ready-to-Use
Phrases to Set the Stage for Productive Con - Neighborhood Watch - Counterinsurgency Law New Directions
in Asymmetric Warfare - Inspirational AppliquÃƒÂ© Reflections of Faith, Hope, and Love - Cultural Studies
and Environmentalism The Confluence of EcoJustice, Place-based (Science) Education, - On with the Show!
-
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